Dear Participants,

01) December is the early part of the winter in Kanpur. The weather is usually extremely pleasant during these times, but on some occasions, it can get quite chilly. During these times, the temperatures can range between 15-25 degrees C during the daytime and between 05-10 degrees C at night.

02) We strongly recommend all participants to carry some good warm clothes, preferably a woollen sweater and a jacket, muffler, etc. Warm socks, shoes and woollen caps are very useful if the temperature drops.

03) Though SOM2019 will provide mattress, pillows, bed sheets, blankets, etc., in the halls/hostels, still we will recommend all participants staying in halls/hostels to carry a blanket/sleeping bag.

04) As for VH, the rooms will have the required facilities of mattress, pillow, blanket, etc.

05) Do also carry some mosquito repellent as needed.

06) In any case, it is highly recommended to check the existing weather patterns in North India before you pack your clothes. You can also check <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanpur>.

SOM2019 Organizers